Photoelectron imaging of negative ions: atomic anions to molecular clusters.
The negative ion photoelectron imaging technique is illustrated using two relatively simple atomic and molecular anion systems, and then applied to the study of a cluster system. Photoelectron images of I- and CS2- at 267 nm and 800 nm respectively are presented. Photoelectron spectra and angular distributions are obtained from the images and the concepts underlying these and their interpretation are outlined. The imaging technique is then applied to (CS2)n - (n = 2-4) cluster anions, for which 400 nm images are presented. Features of these images are highlighted and discussed with reference to solvation effects and structural properties of the cluster anionic moiety. Photoelectron signatures of different forms of the cluster core are discussed. These core structures are anionic monomer units solvated by the remaining n - 1 CS2 molecules or covalent dimer units solvated by the remaining n - 2 molecules. Images of the n = 2 anion at 400, 530 and 800 nm reveal information about the electron detachment processes within the different cluster types and both direct detachment and autodetachment are seen. The direct transitions are seen from clusters with either core type, while autodetachment is only seen from clusters with the covalent dimer core. The imaging work also reveals evidence of a previously unreported electronic transition within the direct detachment band due to the covalently bound core type.